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AN ION ENGINE FOR SMALL SATELLITES
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V.I. MINAKOV". V.A. MURAVLEV'

ABSTRACT

The development of space research programs using a lot of satellites with mass of about
300-1500 kg and life time of 5-15 years made it actual to use on satellites electric-propulsion
engine with the thrust level of 1 to 5 mN with specific impulse more then 35000 meters per
second and the life time more then 10000 hours.

One of the most perspective types of engine is an ion engine which satisfies theserequests.
The down-scaling of an ion engine does not improve its characteristics because the

possibility of non-impact run of electrons including fast electrons to the anode of the gas-discharge chamber /GDC/ is increased, subsequently increasing the relative part of the surface
where ions are recombiated. An effective means of lessening the ion cost is the increase ofopen square of ion optical system /IOS/, but in this case the size of the IOS elementary cell isincreased and its capability to pass ions through itself is weakened. This contradiction can besolved by using a string IOS, which permits regimes with ion cost about 200 W/A with
propellant utilization coefficient 0.7-0.8 at xenon ion beam current density 8-10 mAcm'.

INTRODUCTION

Electric rocket engines /ERE/ significantly widen the field of tasks which can be solved
m outer space, for instance: extend the lifespan of man-made satellites, provide a higher
payload for spacecraft in transit from their intermediate orbit to the geo-stationary orbit, high
payloads can be delivered to the Moon and planets. In the last few years satellites with a mass
of 300-1500 kg and a lifespan of 5-15 years are intensively being developed. The main causelimiting the active lifespan of a satellite is the effect of the surrounding environment, first of all,
atmospheric friction and solar pressure. To compensate for these effects and, subsequently,
lengthen the lifespan of a satellite, low-thrust engines are used. Traditional chemical engines
have a specific impulse not more then 3000 m/s and there exist practically no reserves for its
improvement. The situation changes radically when electro-rocket engines are used. One of theperspective types of such an engine is a ion engine, which shows record-high characteristics
with an specific impulse equalling 20000 m/s. In many studies, for instance (1), an analysis oforbiting spacecraft possibilities while using ERE is shown. For small satellites quite promising isthe use of engines with a thrust of 2-5mN with a specific impulse of 35000 m/s and thrust cost
no more than 300 W/g.

A laboratory model of an ion engine to satisfy these parameters was developed andstudied by MAI together with NIITP.
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I A LABORATORY MODEL Of AN ION ENGINE

I At the moment of the begnning of the actual work substantial expenence in the
development of large highly effective gas-discharge sources for different purposes was gained
(2) .The down-sealing of a gas-discharge chamber does not improve the engine's
characteristics because the possibility of a non-impact run of electrons including fast electrons.
to the anode is increased, subsequently increasing the relative part of the surface where ions are
recombinated Keeping these factors in mind, a laboratory model of an ion engine was
developed (Fig. 1) with cylindrical gas-discharge chamber with a length and diameter of 60 mm
and anode diameter of 50 mm. A magnetic field with a - 10 TL induction was created by a
dipolar magnet system. One flange of the polar cap was acting as an electrode-holder of the
emission electrode, while the other one - the back wall of the gas-discharge chamber, with a
cathode block placed inside. These flanges were held together by 6 pins with electromagnets,
while their dimensions were picked out so as to, after determining the optimum figure of the
magnetic induction by the experimental way, it would be possible to use permanent magnets.

The prototype of the cathode block based on a hollow cathode of the capillary type was
successful while working as a part of gas-discharge chambers with a diameter of 100 and
200 mm which is why its structure scheme stayed the same but its dimensionis were
substantially reduced to provide for the emission of electrons in the autocathode regime
(Fig. 2).

The cathode itself is a molybdenium cylinder 8 with an outer diameter of 3 mm and
inner diameter of 2 mm, with a channel 2 mm long and 0.2 mm wide in the facing end. Inside
was place a vial containing lantan hexaboride and a tantalum getter. The start heater 15 serves
for preliminary cathode activation. After discharge ignition the ions falling out onto it emit
energy necessary for maintenance of the heat regime of the cathode, and the heater may be
switched off. Initiating of the charge is realised by the feed cathode 20, and to reduce heat loss
screens 16 were used.

The emission and acceleration electrodes were in the form of molybdenium disks
perforated by snmgle-axis cylindrical holes 2 mm in diameter 2.5 mm apart. The diameter of the
perforated zone was 50 mm.

EXPERIMENT

Expenimental studies of the laboratory model of the ion engine with xenon used as a
working body were conducted in vacuum chambers 1 m3 and 3 m3 in volume, with leftover
gas pressure not less than 5.10 " mm Hg.

Integral characteristics of the engine are highly determined by the correlation of
parameters and the degree of perfection of such units as the cathode block, the gas-discharge
chamber, the ion-optical system . Thus, to achieve a high gas and energy effectiveness of the
cathode, it is necessary that its drsign and working conditions provide for a rising volt-ampere
characteristic which can be achieved through a regime of limited emission. This regime is
achieved by changing the consumption of the working body through the cathode and the
diameter of its capillary. The design of the model made it possible to independently vary the
consumption of the gas through the cathode and gas-discharge chamber. Fig. 3 shows a typical
dependency of ion cost C, from the coefficient of the propellant utilization rim while changing
the current of the ion beam from 32 mA to 90 mA. Apart from integral measurements in the
electric chains of the engine, local measurements of the ion beam current density following the
radius with a probe based on the Faraday cylinder 2 mm in diameter.
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According to measurements results taken 30 imm from the acceleration electrode the
conclusion could be made that the plasma concentration in the output perforation of the GDC
was highly uniform. In this case, the ion beam, recombinating on the surface of the polar cap,
and the emission electrode, whose transparency does not exceed 0.5 was sufficiently high. Thus
the high ion cost can be explained. An effective means of lessening the quantity of ions.
recombinatmg on the surface of the emission electrode is the increase of its transparency. but.
in this case the size of the IOS elementary cell is increased and its capability to pass ions
through itself is weakened. This contradiction can be solved by using a string IOS unit, where
the capillary electrode is formed by a system of tungsten strings 0.2 mm in diameter situated
in one plane with a distance of 1.5 mm between them. Here the electrode transparency is close
to 0.9. The strings are fixed to the electrode holder with spring elements which enable to
compensate for heat deformations and provide stable inter-electrode distance figures of about
0.5 mm during work regime. It was with this unit that all subsequent laboratory model test
were conducted.

Fig. 4 shows the dependency of the ion cost from the propellant utilization with xenon
consumption through the cathode 73 eq.mA, the collector - 155 eq.mA. while the voltage did
not exceed 37 V.

As it was noted earlier, decreasing consumption through the cathode limits its emission
and permits obtaining a steady increasing volt-ampere characteristic of the charge. When the
cathode consumption is decreased to app. 35 eq.mA and collector consumption increased to
200 eq.mA dependencies of ion cost from the propellant utillization coefficient, and also of
charge and ion beam current from voltage were obtained. They are shown on Fig. 5 and 6.

These dependencies show that an ion-optical system with high transparency permits
regimes with ion cost 200 W/A with a coefficient of propellant utilization 0.7- 0.8, but at high
absolute figures of the beam current 180 mA, which corresponds to the middle ion beam
current density 9 - mA/cm . These regimes were possible at the potential of the accelerating
electrode 700 V and the emission one from 800 V to 1500 V, This being equivalent to the ion
speed of 35000 - 48000 m/s and engine thrust 8 - 10 mN with thrust cost 220 -300 W/g.

While analysing these results one cannot help noticing the high ion current density
relatively low working body use coefficient. With such a combination of parameters it is
impossible to provide a long resources.

The decreasing of current density is tied with the decrease of the concentration of the
concentration of neutral atoms in the GDC, and, consequently, to the increase of possible drop-
outs of electrons to the anode without interacting with atoms which leads to higher energy
costs, and that was proved by testing under lower summary consumption of 180 eq.mA. Fig.
7.

The increase of neutral atoms concentration without increasing consumption of the
working body is possible while using an IOS in which, while retaining a high transparency of
the emission electrode the transparency of the accelerating one is decreased. In this case ions
extracted from the gas-discharge plasma from space which is determined by the transparency
of the emission electrode are focused into beams which pass through the smaller holes in the
accelerating electrode, and neutral atoms are reflected off its surface and returned into the
GDC.

Experiments with a model system of a string IOS with an emission electrode
transparency 0.9, acceleration electrode transparency 0.3 have permitted to achieve ion costs
250 - 300 W/A with beam currents 70 - 80 mA and propellant utilization coefficient ~ 0,7.
These results are given on Fig. 8.

The same engine effectiveness was realised while using traditional flat electrodes with
co-axial large perforations 4.5 mm in diameter in the emission and 2.3 mm in the accelerating
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eiectrod. alkhough :t :\as necessary to achie\e a difference of poteniils bet\\eei tie electrodes

of about 2 * kV to focus a beam with a current of 40 nA.

CONCLUSION

As a result of the conducted experiments it is possible to make a conclusion about the
perspectiveness of a strng 10S with a high trr'sparency, which. at ion current density of 8 -
10 m-A cm- permitted to achieve a work regime with ion cost (xenon) 350. A with a working
body use coefficient of 0.85

The use of a string IOS with low transparency of the accelerating electrode permits to
achieve a regme of work of a small ion engine with GDC diameter of 60 mm at a 80 - 90 mA
regime with ion cost 300 w/A and use coefficient 0.7.

Thus, the laboratory model of the ion engine has shown the possibility of its functioning
in the thrust range of 0.2 - 0.3 with a possibility to reach 0.5 g, at an ion speed of 35000 ms
and full efficiency no lower than 0.5.
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